January 6, 2017

Mr. Chuck Matthews
Director, HHSA North County Regions
County of San Diego

Dear Mr. Matthews,

It is my pleasure to announce The Shine Project Foundation’s endorsement for the County of San Diego’s Live Well, San Diego Initiative! The Shine Project Foundation’s mission is to bridge the gap between families with children with special needs and communities by partnering with local businesses and organizations to host inclusive enrichment events providing access to a better quality of life for all children with special needs, and to spread awareness and resources for these special families in the North County Coastal San Diego areas.

Our mission is aligned with Live Well’s vision of promoting a healthy, safe, and thriving San Diego County. Through our SHINE events we hope to provide safe, inclusive, informative, creative, and fun ways to have access to enhancing the well being of the lives of children with special needs and their families. Our events include our signature SHINE Beach Fun Event with experienced surfing instruction, water and sand sensory play, and a healthy lunch making the beach and ocean a therapeutic and safe place for our children with special needs, our SHINE Arts Showcase and Inclusive Dance aiming to promote the fine and performing arts and connect local studios with special needs families, and the SHINE Field Day and Special Families Picnic promoting healthy fun family games and resources from local organizations.

In addition to promoting a healthy lifestyle and positive choices, we are aiming to support, build understanding, and encourage policy and environmental changes that affect the well being of our families with children with special needs and others. We are honored to be a partner and will be committed to promoting Live Well San Diego’s vision of a healthy, safe and thriving San Diego County through our SHINE events, website, and partnerships with local businesses and organizations.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Rob and Cheryl Williams
Founders, The Shine Project Foundation 501c3
theshineprojectfoundation.org
760 994 7080
The Shine Project Foundation 501c3
Board Resolution
Live Well, San Diego Initiative!
January 6, 2017

WHEREAS, the mission of The Shine Project Foundation is to bridge the gap between families with children with special needs and communities by partnering with local businesses and organizations to host inclusive enrichment events providing access to a better quality of life for all children with special needs, and to spread awareness and resources for these special families in the North County Coastal San Diego areas; and

WHEREAS, our mission is aligned with Live Well's vision of promoting a healthy, safe, and thriving San Diego County through our SHINE inclusive enrichment events for children with special needs and their families; and

WHEREAS, The Shine Project Foundation will promote a healthy life style and positive choices, aimed to support, build understanding, and encourage policy and environmental changes that affect the well being of our families with children with special needs and others; and

WHEREAS, the partnership between The Shine Project Foundation and Live Well, San Diego Initiative! will be committed to promoting forward thinking about sustainable change through our SHINE events and collaboration with in the local communities resulting in over all well being and knowledge and support of environmental change within our culture, communities, families with children with special needs, and others.

NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved that through this partnership, collaboration, and events, The Shine Project Foundation supports the County of San Diego's, Live Well, San Diego Initiative! and joins as a partner organization on the road to improve health and wellness in the San Diego county.

PASSED AND ADOPTED, this 6th day of January 2017 by the Board President on behalf of the Board of Directors of The Shine Project Foundation.

By: Rob Williams
Attested: Rob Williams
Date: 1/6/17